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Dr. George K. Lea 
Program Director 
Fluid Mechanics Program 
Engineering Mechanics Section 
Engineering Division 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
Washington, D.C. 20550 
Dear Dr. Lea: 
I am writing this letter as a closing report on N.S.F. Grant GK-40267. 
In addition to the papers that I have already sent to you, there are two 
papers about to appear: 
"On Helical Motions" - Rendiconti Istituto Lombardo 
and 
"On Complex-Lamellar Motions" - Archive for Rational 
Mechanics and Analysis. 
Reprints for both these papers should be available in a few weeks and I will 
send copies on to N.S.F. when I have them. Meanwhile I enclose Xerox copies 
from my galley proofs. 
In the - paper "On Helical Motions" it is proved in effect that a perfect gas 
in steady motion cannot describe a helix of any section other than circular 
section. 
A complex-lamellar motion is a motion in which the velocity and vorticity 
are perpendicular. Plane motions, axi-symmetric motions, and certain helical 
motions are examples. The paper "On Complex-Lamellar Motions" considers these 
motions as steady solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. It is required 
that the motions be universal, that is to say, the stream-line pattern must be 
independent of the viscosity. It is shown that beyond the elementary cases 
mentioned above the only other possibility is a motion whose Lamb surfaces or 
"energy surfaces" are helicoids, the vortex-lines being circular helices. 
LTR., Dr. Lea, 1-14-76 	 Page 2 
For the past few months I have been deeply involved in the problem of uni-
versal steady axi-symmetric motions. 
In terms of the vorticity, the steady flow Navier-Stokes equations are 
curl (w x Z) = - v curl curl w 	 (1) 
v and w being the velocity and the vorticity, and v being the kinematic 
viscosity. 
Stokes' original solution for the flow past a sphere was based on the setting 
of the right hand side of (1) zero, and neglecting the left hand side on the 
basis that the motion was "slow". It is known that if the left hand side of 
(1) is equal to zero for a steady axi-symmetric motion then the ratio w/p, 
wherew is the vorticity magnitude and p is the distance from the axis, bears 
a constant value on the Lamb surface (i.e., the surface containing the stream-
lines and the vortex-lines). This condition was not satisfied in Stokes' 
solution. There is a semi-trivial class of universal solutions of (1), (i.e., 
solutions obtained by equating both sides of (1) to zero) for which w/p is 
spatially constant. This case is analagous to the case of constant vorticity 
in plane motion. The question with which I am concerned is: are there any 
steady universal solutions of (1) for non-rectilinear axi-symmetric motions 
for which w/p is not constant? 
I conjecture that there are none. I feel that if this conjecture is true then 
the result is important in that it would show that unsteadiness, three dimen-
sionality, or failure to be universal manifest by a change in stream-line 
pattern with change in viscosity, would always occur in axi-symmetric motions 
for which w/p is not constant. 
Seeking to prove the impossibility of motions for which w/p is not constant 
I obtained an integral involving the gradient of w/p normal to the Lamb surface 
and the four curvatures defining the stream-lines, namely the curvature of the 
stream surfaces and the surfaces orthogonal to them. By taking the directional 
derivatives of this condition along and perpendicular to the stream-lines and 
eliminating variables I hope to show that the curvatures must be constant, 
and hence that the only solution is the rectilinear flow. The elimination is 
complicated, one has to establish the independence of two expressions involving 
the above curvatures. This may be done by setting all but one of the curva-
tures equal to unity and showing that the eliminant of the last variable does 
not vanish. 
I am in the middle of this calculation at the present time. 
Sincerpl , 
■ 
A. W. Marris 




cc: Dr. M. E. Raville 
Director, E.S.M. 
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ON lIELICA,N NOTIONS 
A. W. KAntas 
Nota presontata d tl m. s. Clifford Truesdell 
(Adunanza del 21 novembre 1974) 
SUNTO. — Si dimostra 	teorema s:.guente riguardoai flussi staYionari cd 
isocoriei oho consorvano sa circo]azione. Se le superficic di Lamb sono cilindri 
gonerali c so to line° di corrcntc sano cliche , nel rasa the quest° non sone eireo-
lari ii floss° si eostruisee iit base ad un flussa piano medianto &u ,vrapposi-
zione di tin mote uniform° o perpondieolaro a. detto piano. 
1. - Intrct-atetion. 
In this work I shall be concerned with a class of steady isochoric 
circulation-preserving motions. An iochorie motion is a. motion in 
which the volume of space occupied by any material region remains • 
constant, however the material region May change its shape. A cir-
culation-preserving motion is a motion possessing an acceleration-
potentiaL If v is the velocity and co = curl v is the vorticity, then 
these conditions are represented respectively by 
div v = 0, 
a = roXv+ grad
2 
 = grad e. 
_ V 2 
the condition of steadiness being presumed in (1.2). Alternatively the 
condition (1.2) may be written 
(1.3) 	 co X v = grad 9, . 
Ri —p dire le bozze a: 	Tipo2-,rafia FUSI 
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Provided the vorticity co does not vanish and provided that co 
and v are not parallel ( 1 ), it follows from (1.3) that there exist a 
one-parameter family of surfaces (p(xa-) = constant, ct 2, 3, con-
taining both the stream-lines and the vortex-lines. These surfaces are 
called Lamb surfaces. 
I shall be interested in the ease when the Lamb surfaces are a 
vi C family of co - axial cylindres of arbitrary cross-section, and the stream-
lines are general helices on these surfaces. Such a motion may always 
be constructed by considering a plane circulation-preserving motion, 
and superposing a constant velocity perpendicular to the plane of 
the motion. I shall call this the trivial case and discount it. 
In this paper I prove the following: 
TnEomm. - The only steady isochoric circulation-preserving 
motion admitting Lamb surfaces, whose Lamb surfaces arc general 
cylinders and whose stream-lines arc non-trivial helices, is a circular 
helical motion with circular-cylindrical Lamb surfaces. 
This theorem is purely kinematical in content. 
All motions of inviscid incompressible fluids of uniform density 
	
c if.% (2,..,(0.1-to;1 — 	 under the action of conservative body forces are isochoric and eirou- 
p,-er6rV) ^ =7 lation\s;preserving. Thus, the present theorem requires that the only 
non-trivial steady helical motions with cyindrical Lamb surfaces, pos-
Nible for such fluids under conservative body forces, are circular 
helical motions. 
Cv//, ;drc.--al 
2. - Background Material. 
The velocity at the point whose co-ordinates are xa, a = 1, 2, 3 is 
written v = v(xa) c s being the unit vector tangent to the 
stream-line. The unit vector 13. (xa) points along the principal normal 
to the stream-line and 
(2.1) 
 
b = sX n 
is the unit bi-normaL 
 
   
( 1 ) When co X V = 0, the motion is a screw motion, or Beltrami motion 
[Bjcrgum (1951)1. Those motions are excluded from the present work. 
ON MadeAN MOTIONS 	 3 
The vector-lines of s are postulated to be helices on tho general 
cylindrical Lamb surfaces. They are therefore geodesics on the sur-
faces. It follows that the unit principal normal n is also normal to 
the surface, so that 
(2.2) 	 n 	1. grad (p 
whore (p(xa)= constant represents the family of Lamb surfaces. It 
follows from (2.2) that 
(2.3) 	 n • curl n = 0 . 
The vector-lines of b, being the orthogonal trajectories, on the 
cylindrical Lamb surface, of a family of helices on the surface, are 
also helices. They are therefore geodesics on the surface, and ac-
cordingly their geodesic curvature vanishes ( 2), one has 
(2.4) 	 b grad s b = 0 . 
In terms of a basis of Cartesian unit vectors i, j, 1z, with 
pointing along a generator of the cylinder, one may write [Forsyth 
(1.920), p. 23]. 
(2.5) 	s = cos a (— sin w + cos w j) + sin a k 
-- cos tv — sin ut 
b = sin a (sin w --- cos w j) + cos a . 
In the relations (2.5) one identifies the unit vector 
(2.6) 
	
u 	sin w + cos w j 
as the unit tangent to the right section of the cylinder. The unit 
vectors s and b are inclined at the angles — 2 —a and a to the 
generator of the cylinder. One has 
(2.7) tan a = — 
x 
( 2) The cylinders, being developable surf: ices, allow two families of geodesics 
:intersecting orthogonally. When the surface is opened out into IL piano tho two 
families of heli ces beeomo families of straight lines inter:oting at right angles. 
(5 	(5 	a 	(5"• 
( 3) I slillfni,loy the convention 	, , , to denote, tho quan- 
tities G. grad, n. grad, 	 s ,grful (n.grad), etc. Tho usual derivativo sym- 
bol is avoided sines those compenents aro anholonornic. Co.: a/ 
— 	.5% . cr. " c/C/2 „?"- ci (41 ) 
X • 
where r aminit are torsion and curvature of the stream-line, and 
moreover for the general helix (") 
c3 	lL\ = 0 
(2.8) 
x 
and the arwle a is constant. 
cSS 	 0 




= 0 . 
-Whit the simplification afforded by (2.3) and (2.4) one may write 
[Harris and Wang (1970), Appendix, p. 242]. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
grad s =- 





e n vy  
— T3ELT 
— 311T 
▪ n b (Q r) , 
— n b div b, 
▪ b b (x div n) 
	
(2.12) 	 — n s (Q — r) 	n n div b. 
— b n 	div-n) 
where, in addition to the parameters already defined, 
(2.13) 	 .f2 	s • curl s 
chi✓ 
is the abnormality of the ve•tor field of s, and the parameter y is 
defined by 
(2.14) 	 n . grad s • n • 
The quantity div s is identified as minus the first curvature of 
the cylindrical Lamb surface, while x div n is minus the normal 
curvature • of the b lines on the surface. 
From (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) one has 
(2.15) 	curl s=-  grad X s= Qs+ xb, 
(2.16) 	curl n = grad X n = 	div b 3--h y b. 
(2.17) 	curl b ----- grad X b = (x 	div n) s 	( -(2 — 2 b 
The identity 
curl grad F 0 
applied to the tensor valued point function F now leads to the com-
mutation formulae 
(5 	(5 2 P• b 	 le 	 le 	 — b 
n 




(5 2 le 
= 0 , 
1) 6 s s b 
le 	b 	 b le 
(2.20) 	.
62 	62 P 
y (Q 	2 z) 	 
(5nbs 	(5s 61./ 	 s b n b 
The relation (2.19) reflects the fact that the s - lines and b - lines are 
each geodesics on the family of Lamb surfaces. 
The parameters occurring in (2.10), (2.11) and (2.1.2) are related 
by nine further compatibility conditions. These represent the requi-
rement that the vector field be embedded in a Euclidean space. They 
may be obtained from the identities grad X grad s = 0, grad X grad 
n7= 0, grad X grad b =- 0, or somewhat more easily by hipplying 

















relations arc set out in full 
(1970), Appendix]. With the simplification 
6 r 
b 
generality in 	[Alarris and 
of 	(2.3) mid 	(2.4) 
nip n) (S2 — 2T) = 0 , 
(x 	div n) = 0, 
0, 
(div b)2 	( x 	div n)s 
T (2 Q —)= 	, 
. 






6 div b (Q — 	(Q — 2 2-) 
b b 





b 	a rz (x 	div n) = 	, 
x (x 	div n.) 	e = o, 
x 	
I — 1p2 + (2 	— 3 T) = 




b Q 	x 
Q 	div b 
s b 
The relations (2.21) to (2.29) include the conditions div curl s — 0, 
div curl n = 0, div curl b = 0 and the Gauss and Mainardi-Codazzi 
relations for the Lamb surfaces (p(x.") = constant. 
Taking the directional derivative of (2.26) width respect to s one 
obtains 
. 
rS-3-e 	(2.30) 	(x + div n) 	+ x —
6 
— (x ± div n) + 2 I 	= 0 . 
6 .k* 	 6 r 
(I.- +di i://9 6..- —; 6 s 6 s 	 6 
From (2.8) one has 
(2.8) 	 x 
 6 z 	
r 
bx .—_ 0 , 
6 8 	6 8 
v 
curl E. = grad X grad cp --- 
whence, by (2.16) 
(2.38) 
— n X grad log , 




(X 	rS a 	c5 (2.31) 	(x 	div 2-3.) + 2 T) 
s s 
-sx  --(x div n) = 0, 
Or, by (2.24), (2.2.5) and (2.26) • 
(2.32) 5 r 	8 x 
x 	6 1) 
0 
The conditions (2.7), (2.8) and (2..32) show that the helix angle a 
must bear a constant value on each Lamb surface. 
From (2.5)2, one obtains 
(2.33)
d w 
curl n = — (cos --w  ?v k 
d y 
so that. by (2.16) with (2.5) and (2.5)'1, 
(2.3-1) 	div b 	s • curl n ----  sin a cos ?t, 	 + sin to ax 
and 
	
d 	 W (2.35) 	1,r) = b • curl n 	cos cc cos w sin w 
x y 
It follows that 
(2.36) 	 div b cos a + ip sin a = 0, 
or, by (2.8) 
(2.37) 	 x div b + 	0' 
The condition (2.36) or its equivalent, condition (2.37), may be 
looked upon as the. geometrical statement that the cylindrical Lamb 
surfaces are parallel in the direction of the generators. Thus, since 
Cis to 
( 2. 2) n = 1 grad gc, 
one has 
The function 2 is the distance function for the family of cylinders, 
and along a curve = constant on the surface (p(x") constant, con-
secutive surfaces are parallel. One requires that the curve 2 = con-
stant coincides with a generator. With the notation of equations (2.5) 
one must have 
A 
(2.39) 	
6 • oTad 	
6 
siil a 	s + cos cc 	 
6 
b = 0 
The relation (2.36) then follows from (2.38) and (2.39). 
3. - Preliminary Analysis. 
The vorticity is given by 
curl v = (grad v) X s + v eurl s , 
 (3.1) 	 = v s + 	 + v 
6 v \ 
	
b 6 n 
(3.2) 	 s + 	cob b 
Since the surfaces fp(xn) = constant whose unit normal is n, are re-
quired to be Lamb surfaces, containing both the stream-lines and 





From (3.1) and (3.3) one has 
(3.4) 	 co X v= v cob n 
and 
(3.5) 	 v rvb n = grad co 
For the Lamb surfaces to exist it. is evident that the bi-normal com-
ponent of the vorticity niust, not vanish. 
The condition curl (co X v) = 0, now yields 
(3.6) 	 grad (v am) X n 	cob curl n — 0, 
and by (2.16) and (3.6) one obtains 
b 
(3.8) 	 cob) + v cob v.) — 0 . 
6 
From (3.3) and (3.7) one has 
(2)1) 
(3.9) 	 div (w6 b) b 	0 , L 
 
and it follows from (3.2), (3.3) and (3.9) that 
(3.10) 	div 	s) = div (Q v s) = div (.(2 v) = 0 . 
Since the motion is isochoric, 
v 
(3.11) 	 div v =- 	yv = 0 , 









From the commutation formula (2.19) applied to wb and (3.13) one 
has 
b 2 cob 
— 0 




div b = 
J s 
By (2.37) 
(2.37) 	 div b + 	0, 
(3.7) 
( 




so that. by (3.15) and (2.8) 
	
(3. 10) 
	 w = 0 




By (2.32), one has 
(2.32) 	
6 1) 	= 
so that by (2.37) and (3.17) 
(3.18) d iv b = 0 • 
Thus gyp, div b and — each bear constant value on a Lamb surface. 
From (2.29) and (3.12) 
x 
6 I, 
— 	—x div b 
o 
so that by (2.37) ( 4) 
(3.19) 
•By (2.24), one now has 
(3.20) 
aG — 	([2 — -r) . 
r 
a8
- 	V (•f -2 	T) • 
x 




— — — (Q — r) 	(.0 — div 
( 4) It was shown abovo that tho helix anglo tx. is constant on ti Lamb sur-
fate. By evaluating x = b • cur] and Q o s • curl es from tho relations (2.5) and 
using r = x tan a ono may readily verify that the factor — r occurring in 
a s 
the relations (3.19) t.o (3.24) is equal 
(.7(?:-/cd 
(Co 





 (x + div 11) 
By (2.8), one has 
6 r 




x 	x 6 r 	x w (S? 
6 s r a s 
Taking the directional derivative of (2.26) with respect to b one 
obtains 
L 
ab (x + div 	a 
• 
T 2 6 x 
xL 	b  
22- Os 
. x db 
by (3.19) and (3.21) 
(4.23) 	 = — --
r 
(S2 — r) div b , by (2.37). 
One may now show hat -- vanishes so that by (3.12) 0 is con-
stant. •on a Lamb surface. 
---/ By (2.23) and (2.26) one has 	 CdPA 
Jr 
	
r) -1- (12 — r) div b — T AU) b — gyp z = U, 
so that, by (2.37), 
• a 	
- 	 - 	 (0 - 	(by I) 
b 




4. - Proof of Main Theorem. 
Taking the directional derivative with respect. to b of the relation 
(2.21) 	
a n = 	x — y div b I (x I div n) (0 — 2 T) 




z Q 	div b (S2 	(Q 	 2 r) 
	
— 2 (x 	n) (12 — r) div b 
Using 
(2.26) 	 div n) = 	, 
x 
and 
( -2.:4?) 	 r. — 
to eliminate (x.+ div r,..) and div b from the right hand side of (4.1), 
and using the expression (3.19) for —
(5 lx ' 




— /p (0 — ) {f2 	-2 ( 	— 4 ) . abOn 
Taking the directional derivative with respect to n of the relation 
(3.21) T  = (Q — z) div b b 
one has 
	 p 1 p-i 4-4 
• ' 6 2 r 	 - 6 	 . 	6 S2 	6 z (1.3) - 	 = (0 	7.) div b + div b 	— div b 	. bra bb 6 ix 6n a n 
The commutation formulae (2.18) applied to z, with (2.26), requires 
that 
6 2 T. 	 6 2 r„, 6 	, 	., r 	z2 6 z (4.4) 	 — — SI 	— - — — 	I abon 6 u 61) 	6 m x J b 
-.1 
7 :. 
= y Q (S2 — 7) — div b — 
6 7 
-- + ip.--.- (Sj - T) .- 6 n  





From (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4) one obtains 
Y 




T (S2 — r)] — (.0 _.r) 	div b -- 
(2 	 z 
	
div b  2 div b 
 n. 
 =0. n  
The relation (4.5) may otherwise be obtained by taking the 
rectional derivative with respect to s of (2.21), and the directional 
derivative with respect to n Of (3.20) and using the commutation for-
mula (2.20). 
I shall now need to take repeated directional derivatives with 
respect to s of the relation (4.5). 
By (2.21), (2.26), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.16), one has, after a little 
reduction, 
2 
	< 12- 27) -2C1-  
(1.6)
6 (511 	 4 
(14 — 	[S2 — 	(fl — 4 r)I 
By (3.15) and (3.18) and the commutation formula (2.20) 
2  
(4.7) 	
ax a.n div b 	6 n div b , 
find by (3.12), (3.25) and (2.20) 
02 	 6 S2 
(1.8)   — — 	   
oson 	 n 
Taking the directional derivative with respect to s of (4.5), using 
(2.8), (2.37), (3.12), (3.15), (3.16), (3.20), (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8). and 
reducing, one obthins 
(4.9) — 2 v 	([2 T) (2 S2 — r) + 2 (S2 - - 	div b + 
• 
12 
div b 	0. a n 
The relation (1.9) might, also have been obtained by taking the direc-
tional derivative of (4.5) with respect t.o b . 
43 
Successive directional derivatives of (4.9) with respect to s, taken 
in the above manner, lead to the relations 
2 
— 2 y —T (Q — or) (3 — 2r) -1- 4 (..Q — r) —
a
— div b Is 2 	 n 
62 
div b 0 , 
n  




div b 	n = 0, 
and so on. ,, 
"6- 	 If .12 	T,) it follows from (3.20) and (3.23) that the motion is 
circular helical. Otherwise the relations (4.9), (4.10), have solution 
1-2 
div b = W z (2 — 




= 2 y - i-x (1) 
— z), 
and the values (4.12) and (4.13) satisfy (4.11) and succeeding direc-
tional derivatives with respect, to s of (4.11). 
From (2.21), (2.26) and (2.27), 
(4.14) 	2 div b  	21P-,-T [Q x 	W2 	(f2 — 2 T)] 
Substituting the expressions (4..12), (4.13) and (4.14) into (4.5) 
and reducing, one finally obtains 
(4.15) 	 y (1 + 	,Q2 	
3 /p
2 = 0 . 
7{ 
It follows from (4.15) that either y 	0, or else D. and z arc each zero. 
If y vanishes it follows from (3.20) and (3.23) that x and r are 
constant along a stream-line, so that the motion is circular-helical. 
If f2 and r are zero, then since rectilinear motions are discounted 








that (x + div n) and div b must each be zero. By (`.12) grod b is 
zero and the vector-lines of 6 are parallel straight lines. The motion 
takes place in parallel planes. One has the trivial ease discussed in 
the Introduction. 
This proves the main theorem. 
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On Complex-Lamellar Motions 
A. W. MARRIS 
Commialica I d by D. D. JOSEPH 
Introduction 
Let v = r(x') s(x 2), where x', -= 1, 2, 3 are spatial co-ordinates, be the velocity 
field for a steady motion, where v is the velocity magnitude and s is the unit vector 
tangent to the stream-line. The motion is complex-lamellar when the vorticity is 
perpendicular to the velothy, thus 
w=0, 	 (I.1) 
where 	
01 = curl v (I.2) 
is the vorticity. 
My ultimate aim in this work is to delimit the steady rotational universal 
complex-lamellar motions of Navier-Stokes fluids. These are homogeneous in-
compressible linearly viscous fluids. Their steady motions satisfy the equations 
curl (o) x v)-= — v curl curl w, 	 (h3) 
div v=0. 	 (1.4) 
It is required that the complex-lamellar motion he possible for all Navier-Stokes 
fluids: the motion must be independent of the viscosity v.* Accordingly one must 
have 
curl (e) x v)=0, 	 (1.5) 
curl curl w=0. 	 (I.6) 
The condition (I.4) asserts that the motion is isochoric: the volume of each 
element of fluid remains constant in time; the condition (1.5) asserts that the steady 
motion is circulation-preserving: the acceleration is the gradient of a scalar 
potential. 
The problem is thus kinematically defined. One requires to delimit the steady 
rotational isochoric complex-lamellar circulation-preserving motions whose 
vorticity satisfies the condition (I.6). 
In the interest of generality, and also because it seems to give the most direct 
approach to the final problem, I look first at the results which are available for 
steady rotational isochoric complex-lamellar circulation-preserving motions with 
the condition (I.6) excluded. 
* The pressure may depend on v through the Bernoullian integral of (1.5). 
2 
`l ere 
An old conjecture of EARNSHAW (1837) asserts that in a circulation-preserving 
motion a fluid particle once in complex-lamellar motion would continue in 
complex-lamellar motion. Considering the class of steady isochoric motions, 
Ytx (1966) showed that a necessary condition for EARNSHAVS conjecture to 
hold was that the velocity magnitude be constant along a vortex line. He pro-
vided a counter-example to show that this condition is not generally satisfied. 
Since the vorticity to is not to vanish, the condition t1.1) precludes the case 
in which (1.5) is satisfied identically because to x O. It follows that for the 
motion under consideration these is a non-constant function such that 
cu x r ---- grad (p. 	 (I.7) 
The family of surfaces co (f)=constant are called Lamb surfaces; thdy are vector 
sheets for the stream-lines and the vortex-lines. 
One may respond to EARNSHAW'S conjecture for steady motions by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem I.I. For a steady circulation-preserving motion to be complex-lamellar 
in a neighbourhood. the stream-lines must be geodesics on the Iamb smfaces. 
It is emphasized that this theorem does not require that the motion be 
isochoric. 
I note three particular cases in which this motion may be more completely 
determined. The first two cases, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, have already been proved 
in the references cited. The third case, Theorem 1.4, will be established in this 
paper. 
Theorem 1.2 HAMEL-MARRIS-PRIM (1937, 1973, 1952). Let v(f)= v(xls(f) be 
a steady isochoric complex-lamellar circulation-preserving motion such that 
s • grad 0; then the Lamb surfaces must be co-axial circular cylinders and the 
stream-lines and vortex-lines must be circular helices on these cylinders. In degen-
erate cases the stream-lines will be concentric circles or parallel straight lines. 
Theorem 13 (1974), pages 251-255). Let v(x') be a steady non-rectilinear 
isochoric complex-lamellar circulation-preserving motion such that the torsion of 
the stream-lines vanishes. The motion must either he a plane motion, so that the 
Lamb surfaces are cylinders, or else the Lamb surfaces are surfaces of revolution on 
which the stream-lines are the meridians and the the vortex-lines are the lines of 
latitude (parallels). 
Theorem 1.4. Let v(f) be a steady rectilinear isochoric complex-lamellar 
circulation-preserving motion. The stream-lines must be parallel straight lines. 
Turning finally to the problem of steady universal complex-lamellar motions 
of Navier-Stokes fluids, I introduce the kinematical condition (1.6) and delimit 
these motions as follows. 
Theorem I.S. Let v(x 2)be a steady rotational universal complex-lamellar motion 
of a !Varier-Stokes fluid. The motion must be one of the following: 	• 
1. Plane or axi-symmetric motion as in Theorem 1.3. 
2. A motion whose stream-lines are parallel straight lines as in Theorem 1.4. 
3 
3. A motion Ithose Lamb surfaces are general helicoids. The stream-lines are 
geodesics on the helicoids, while the vortex-lines, the geodesic parallels, are 
circular helices. The stream-lines are normal to a family of helicoids. The 
surfaces of constant voracity are circular cylinders whose axis is the axis 
of the helicoids. The voracity magnitude is inversely proportional to the 
square root of the stream-line torsion. 
I note that the Lamb surfaces of the motion of Theorem 1.5, Part 3, cannot 
be right helicoids. On a right helicoid the geodesics orthogonal to the circular 
helices are straight lines. According to Theorem 1.4 these would have to be 
parallel straight lines. 
The circular-helical motion of Theorem 1.2 is a special case of the motion of 
Theorem 1.5. Part 3. The universal motion of a Navier-Stokes fluid of this class 
is obtained from the circular helical motion of STRAKHOVITCH (1963, page 102), 
by adjusting the arbitrary constants so as to render the motion complex - lamellar. 
The surfaces orthogonal to the stream-lines are right helicoids. 
Examples of the rotationally symmetric motions of Theorem 1.3 are HILL's 
spherical vortex and the finite vortex rings whose existence is established in the 
recent beautiful analysis of FRAENKEL & BERGER (1974). NORBURY (1972) has 
given a constructive existence proof of steady vortex rings close to HILL's vortex. 
1. Background Material. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Is this Section 1 assemble the basic formulae for the steady isochoric complex- -
lamellar motion. The motion is determined by the conditions,, 
V (I) = 0, 	 (1.1) 
div r =0, 	 (1.2) 
and 
curl (a) x r)=0. 	 (1.3) 
Equivalent to (1.1) is the condition 
Sts =s • curl s = 0, 	 (1.4) 
which in turn is equivalent to the representation 






The relation (1.5) asserts that the stream-lines are orthogonal to a one-parameter 
family of surfaces x= constant. 
One defines n and b to be the unit principal normal and unit bi-normal 
respectiVely to the stream-line. If the stream-lines are rectilinear n is chosen to 




Using (1.4), one has the representations (1970) 
grad s= 	 +s n K 
+n 	—nb(S2.+T) 	 (1.6) 
—bn (Q„+r)+6 b 8 
grad n= —ssK 1 	 +s T 
— n s 	 —n bdiv b 	 (1.7) 
+bs(f2„+ s) 	 + b b (K+div n) 
grad b= 	 —s nT 
+ n s (0„ + r)+ n n div b 	 (1.8) 
—bsO 	—bn(K+divn). 
In these formulae and -r are respectively the curvature and the torsion of the 
stream-lines, and On is the abnormality of the vector-line of n, 
	
On = n • curlL.-- 	 (1.9) 
The parameters 0 and tG can be considered to be defined by (1.6). From (1.6), (1.7), 
and (1.8) 
curl s = grad x s =K. b, 
curl n= grad x n= —div bs+ f2,,n+ b, 
curl b = grad x b=k+div n)s — 0 n + S21, b 
where Qb is the abnormality of the vector-line of b, 
Sib = b • curl b — (f2„ + 2 r). 
The vorticity is now given by* 
e.)--= curl (v s)= grad v x s + v curl s, 
b v 	 v 
b, 
bb n 
= 	n + cob b , 	 (1.15) 
and one has the representation 










- (v (n b)+ 0,11 wb — 1 b d b. (1.16) 
• I use the notation bibs. b'6n, 6,61), to denote the components s • grad. n • grad, b • grad. An 
expression such as (V F ;t5 s On thus denotes s grad (n td F1 These components being anholonomic, 
the usual symbol for the derivative should be avoi.led. 
The s-component of the relation (1.3) requires that either K=0 or co n =0. If 
the stream-line curvature K vanishes, the stream-lines are straight lines. They 
must be codesics on the Lamb surface. In this case the unit vector n is chosen to 
be normal to the Lamb surfaces cp= constant. Since the vortex-lines lie on the 
Lamb surfaces, w„ is zero. The unit vector b is tangent to the vortex-line. The 
vortex-lines are geodesic paraliels on the Lamb surfaces. 
If con vanishes but K does not vanish, it follows from (1.16) and the requirement 
n • curl (co x•0 that 
52„ rob =O. 	 (1.17) 
If a), vanishes, the motion is irrotational; this case is discounted, and one 
concludes that 
	
Q„=0, 	 (1.18) 
and by (1.15) 
wxv=v co b n. 	 (1.19) 
Since the Lamb surfaces 9 (x1= constant are given by 
co x v = grad 9, 	 (1.7), (1.20) 




grad cp. 	 (1.21) 
It appears that the principal normal n to the stream-line is normal to the Lamb 
surface. It follows once again that the stream-lines are geodesics and the vortex-
lines geodesic parallels in the Lamb surfaces. This is then a necessary condition 
for a steady* circulation-reserving motion to be complCx-lamellar in a neigh-
bourhood. The condition (1.4) has not been used in this analysis. The motion need 
not he isochoric. This establishes Theorem 1.1. 
I lenceforth in the analysis I shall presume the condition 
„ = 0 . 	 (1.18) 
Furthermore with the principal normal component of the vorticity zero the 
absolute value of the binormal component cob is the vorticity magnitude f the 
verticity I shall write 
cub = cu, 	w= cub . 
The condition b • curl (e)x v)=0 required by (1.3) now gives by (1.16) 	 CJ w 
(I a)) + v 	= O. 	 (1.23) 
(.1* Introducing the condition that the motion be isochoric, one has by L.141;;(11.6) 
div r =div (r s)= 
by 
 +(0+ 	= 0.
bs 





Again, since the vorticity must be solenoidal, one must have, by (1.22), 
. 	(5(p 	. 
div 1.9 = —
bb
+ OJ d1V b = O. 	 (1.26) 
To proceed further one requires certain commutation formulae and com-
patibility conditions for the anholonomic space determined by the vector fields 
of s. n, and b. 
The identity 
curl grad F=0 
applied to the tensor point funCtion F, using the simplifying conditions - (1.15), 
(1.13), and (1.18), yields the commutation formulae 
i2 F 	oz F 
in in ib 	
6F 	 6F 
(51) 
= div b + (K -4- div n) 	, 	 (1.27) 
en bb 
6 2 F 	62F (5F 
 = -0 	 (1.28) 
is 613 ibis 	66 
6 2 F 	(5 2 F 6F 	bF 	6F 
 	= K 	11/ 	— 2r 	 (1.29) 
6,1(5s 	6s 6n bs (5n 66 










and hence, by (1.24) 
6 
 dies=  —
6 
(0 + t,1/) = O. 	 (1.31) 
6 	66 
Finally one has the nine compatibility relations obtained from the identities 
grad x grad s = 0, grad x grad n= 0, and grad x grad b = 0, namely: 
6 r (50 
--
b 







—+ 0 div b =0, 	 (1.33) 
(50 br 
6n + 736 + 2 r div b + (0 - t1/)(1: div n)= 	 (1.34) 
. 	 br 

















-s + 02 — K (K + div n) 	 (1.38) 




(K + div n) + 
a 
div b + tfr (div b) 2 + (K + div n) 2 r2 =0. 	(1.40) 
Z. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.4. 
----- 
Referring the reader to the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in the references 
given with the statements of the theorems, I shall proceed directly to the proof 
of Theorem 1.4. This theorem pertains to the case of rectilinear stream-lines: 
It follows from (1.10) that 
K-=0, 	 (2.1) 
curl s =0 	 (2.2) 
and the surfaces x = constant, orthogonal to the stream-lines, are parallel surfaces. 






which asserts the geometrical condition that the first curvature of a surface 
z = constant, is constant along a b-line. 
It is not difficult to show that the Gaussian curvature of the surface is also 
constant along a b-line. 
From (1.39) for PC=0, 
_th2_3 r 2 , 
bs 
so that, by (1.31), 
6 2 	bkp 	Sr 	60 	Sr 
bbbs
= — 20 
bb bb bb 
Also by (1.31) and the commutation formula (1.28) 
b Z  
bb bs




so that by (1.38) 
	
ik 	(5 2 0 	(5 
31) (Ss 	bbbs bb E°2 —T23
2 0--- 
bb
— 2 3T 
 bb' 
From (2.4) and (2.6) one obtains the relation 
60 	(ST 
— 0) (13 —2T -6-6=0. 
The compatibility condition (1.40) is the Gauss equation for the surface 
z = constant. It shows that the Gaussian curvature of the surface is 01//— T 2 . It is 
evident from (1.31) that (2.7) is the condition that the curvature is constant along 
a b-line. The surfaces z =constant are Weingarten surfaces, that is. surfaces 
admitting a functional relation between their first and Gaussian curvatures. 
From (1.14), (1.15) and (1.22) one has 
Since 








_  bs uw, 










the commutation formula (1.29) applied to r gives 
(52 v 
	 =OP + 0) (-5
v 	Sr 
— div s — 
bn bs 	bn Sn' 
a result which by (1.24) may be written 
(div s 	divs —
(5v 
= 
bn 	 bn 
or 
bb 
— div s + 2 div s — log v= 0. 
bn 	 bn 
Taking the directional derivative of (2.10) with respect to s one has 
(52 
bsbn
div s+ 2 —
bs
div s 	foe + 2 di v s — 	log r O. 





Reversing the order of the mixed derivatives of divs and logy by means of the 








both zero, one obtains 
6 2 
6nbs




log r between (2.10) and (2.12) and simplifying, one obtains . 
62 (5 	(5 
	
div s 6n (5s 




div s =O. 













divs= (0+0= —o2 -0 2 -2r2 , 
b 
obtained from the compatibility conditions (1.37), (1.38) and (1.39), one reduces 
the expression (2.13) to the form 
60 
[ -(302 + 0 2 ) + 2 (r 2 - 3 0 IP)] - 
bn 
bik bt 
+[-(30+02 )+2(T 2 -300 
bn
] - -4(0+0)r (2.16) 
It is now necessary to take the directional derivative with respect to s of the 
relation (2.16). It appears from (1.31) and the commutation formulae (1.29) that 





(52 	 b 
may enter in from the expressions for 
















b 2 0 	6 2 0 	60 " SO 	60 	bt 	60 	(2.17) 
and similarly by (1.31) and (2.14), 
452 	(52 	(50 	(5tfr 
 bsbn bnbs 	



















T 	b e t 	(5r 	brSO 	Stbr 
• bsbn bnos 
_ n +2r-(57-3 = -2r s;7 -(20+0)-r-I -F2T si) . (2.19) 
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[ 	02 + 	2(T 2 _ 300] (5 2 0 
6 2 tfr 	 6 2 






4r[tii+0][(0-0) ,5--f7 -2r (5---6], 
which vanishes by virtue of (2.7). Using the expression (2.14) to calculate . the 
directional derivative with respect to s of the relation (2.16), one obtains, after 
some reduction, the condition 
b 
[120 3 +4 3 +74(3 0+ 2.4/)+ 2r2[40+3 	—
e 
(54, 
+[203 +15,1,3 +3 	pi + 810+ 2 r 2 [4 0+ 30]] 
(5n 
St 
+ 4(5 0 + 60)(0 + 	s-
n
= . 
Multiplying (2.16) by (5 0+ 60) and adding to (2.21) to eliminate the term in-
volving (5—
n
, one obtains, on reduction, 
(0 + tP)[02 +8 0IP+ - 6Z 2 ] - (0+ tP)=0. 	 (2.22) 
v 	 - 
If 0+4/ (=div s) vanishes, then by (1.24) -- 
(5s 
is zero. By an easy special case 
of Theorem 1.2 (1973) the stream-lines are parallel straight lines. 
If 
— (0 + tP)=
sn 
div s =0, 
Sn 
(2.23) 
then by (2.10) either div s -= 0 or —
6
n 
 log = 0. I have just noted that if div s vanishes 
S 
the motion is in parallel straight lines. If — loge is zero, then by (2.8) the motion 
is irrotational. This case is discounted. 
One is left with the possibility 
0 2 +800+0 2 -6t 2 =0. 	 (2.24) 







(2.14), one obtains 
03 + IP 3 - (0+1,G)T 2 + 40 qi (0 +1,0=0. 	 (2.25) 
Since the vanishing of 0+0 offers no exception to the statement of the theorem, 
one may factor 0+0 from (2.25) to obtain 
02 + 0,2 + 300,_.,r 2 = 0 . 
From (2.24) and (2.26) one obtains 
and finally 
02 + 1 ,2 + 2 r2_0 . (2.28) 
It follows from (2.28) that 0, ip and T must each he zero, so that by (1.6) and (1,18), 
since K =0, 
grad s=0. 	 (2.29) 
The vector-lines of s are parallel straight lines. This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 1.4. 
3. Steady Universal Complex-Lamellar Motions of Navier-Stokes Fluids. 
Proof of Theorem 15 
To consider the class of universal complex-lamellar motions of a Navier-
Stokes fluid one must introduce into the analysis the additional condition (1.5): 
curl curl w = O. 	 (3.1) 
By (1.12), (1.13) and (1.18) 
curl b (K +div n)s — On — 2r t , 
so by (1.22) and (1.25) one has 
curl w = curl (w b)= (grad w) x 	w curl 
= —co[Ss+20n+2-(6], 
where 
= — [6?16 log w + (K + div n)]. 	 (3.4) 






 (0 w) — [0 div — T(K+div n)] w= 0, 	 (3.5) 
(6 (J."(.0— 2  
Os 























— 	div — - = U. 




Eliminating yh---sTi between (1.32) and (3.8). one obtains 
r [-(-5-1-1 log co— (K + div n)] + (0 — 	div 11=0 . 	 (3.9) 
The relation (3.9) may be written in the alternative form 
rs = (0 — div — 2(K+ div n)-1. , 
where is the function defined by (3.4). 
Expanding (3.6) and using (1.25) and (L26). one obtains 
br 















Expanding (3.7), using (1.25), one obtains 
c6? 
S:s- 	 - 0 	b low  —
bs 
between (1.38) and (3.13) and eliminating -- 1 gco in favor of 
bn 
by (3.4), one obtains 
bn 
=V+(2K+div 	+2K(K.+div n)— 21 2 +24. 	(3.14) 
A formula for —
bs 
is established as follows. Taking the directional derivative 
of (3.4) with respect to s, one has 
	
(52_1 	3 	3 
bs bn 	 +div 	
(3.15) 















(1.26) and (3.4) 
(50 k (5 	 b 	, 	6 -e--5 -1-i -l--, -5-. -s + , (K+divn) ,-- Klogw+v-(5—tilogo)-2rlogo) 
=OK-1,1/(-F(K-F div n))+ 2r div b. 






(K+div n)+ 2 r div 	0K+(20 —1,//)(K+div n)=-0, 
60 (5 






(K + div n) between (3.17) and (3.18) 
= 
 Os 	
■/./Z:+ 4 r div b+ 2 OK+ 2(0 — 4.)(K+div n). 












Applying the commutation formula (1.27) to logo) and using (1.26) and (3.4), 
one obtains, by use of (3.12) 
6 
 i--d v b 
Ob 




+ dB' b 	div 	+ K). 	(3.22) 
c5n 
We require a relation obtained by taking the directional derivative with 
respect to b of the compatibility condition 
OK _ 
— K2 	 2-3t2=0. 
	 (1.39) 
From (1.27) and (1.36) 
(52 K 	6 2 K  





— K(K + div n) div b 	= 	
OK 	6 
= — 2 div b — 
bn
-K- div b —K(K+div n) div b 
From (1.28), (1.31), (1.36) and (1.38), 
6 2 4/ 	6 2 0 	60 


















(50 	ST 	(5K. 
2(41- 0) 7A. - 4 T-6-T3 - 2 div b--- 2 K(K.+div n)div b+2K2 div b 
bn 
[-.54-b5 (r:+div n)- 6-7.16 div b]= 0 . 
It then follows from (3.22) that 
(50 	br 	SK 	. 
- 0) (it; -2 T (3.25) 
The relation (3.25) may also be obtained by taking the directional derivative with 
respect to n of (1.37) and using (3.22). 
Two further relations are obtained by applying the commutation formulae 
(1.27) and (1.28) to the function 	of (3.4). First, from (1.28) and (3.12) 
0 = = -Odivb(;+2w). (3.26) 
 (5s bb 	(5b 	bb 
Again from (1.33), (3.12) and (3.19) 





(5s i3 = 	s% 
=2K) [ .3i)(59 + 0 div 
-2 OKdivb+2(0-4,) 	 
Sb 
 (K+divn). 










+2 (0 - 	6-6 1- (K + div n) -div b
(5s 
 tP + 2 (0 + 	=0. 
The relation (3.29) may otherwise be obtained by taking the directional derivative 
with respect to s of (3.22). 
(1.31) 
+2 	+ 2(0 - ili)(K+div ri)]o 
Taking the directional derivative of (3.19) with respect to b and using (1.31) 
and (3.12), me have 











SeconsLtaking the directional derivative with respect to b of (3.14) sing; 
1.31), (1.36) an 	Sizil 
	
5 II 	 SK 
and 	 div b, 	 (!' 3% 66 66 	36 	 , (4 SV 
one has 
62 b 	
60 ---=[2 +(2K+div n)]—
k-
+(2K+)—(K+div n)+2 (/r-0) 
ob on 	 66 	bb 66 
br 	. 	., 






	—(2 K 	div b + div b 6n +2  o n  . 	(3.31) 
From the commutation formula (1.27) with (3.30) and (3.31) one obtains 
2 [(>G- 0)-s-b-(5° — 2r 	—div b 1+ (2 + K)  ,5f) on 
(3.32) 
4- (2 K -4- [—sb— (K+ div n) — 75— div b} —K div b + 2 (K + div n)] =O. 
Substituting into (3.32) the expressions (3.12), (3.22) and (3.25), one obtains 
div b [2KW4-(K+div n))+(2+K)(+2K.)-2 (2K+ '0(-Fic) 
—K + 2 (K+div On =0, 
which rcduces to 
K 2 div b =0. 	 (3.33) 
It follows from (3.33) that either K or div b or both of these quantities must vanish. 
If K vanishes, then Theorem 1.4 holds, and the stream-lines must be parallel 
straight lines. 
One is left with the case 
div b = O. 	 (3.34) 
From (3.10) and (3.34) 
T 	—2 (K+div n) T. 	 (3.35) 
If the torsion t vanishes, one has the possibilities given by Theorem 1.3. The 
motion is either plane or rotationally symmetric. 
One is left with case 




The expression (3.14) for 
 bn 
now reduces to (1.40) with div b set equal to zero. 
From (3.12) and (3.36) one has 
 
bb 	
+div n)=0. 	 (3.37) 
(3.30) 
16 
Substituting (3.34), (3.36) and (3.37) into (3.29), one sees that 




Again from (3.25) and (3.38), since the torsion t does not vanish, one has 
bt 
bb 0.  
0 
One verifies from (3.36) and (3.34) that the formula (3.19) for
Ss
- becomes the 
compatibility condition (1.35). 








We conclude that all the vector-field parameters as well as r and w are constant 
along a vector-line of b. 
Writing Y.- A2 g --- 
curl b= —2 z bh. -b b b 	 (3.42) 
where K 1, is the curvature of the b-line, and b b is the unit binormal to the b-line, 
one has 
(K+div n)s —On 
K b 
and 
K b = [(K diN 11)2 +02 1*. 	 (3.44) 
Then K b is constant along a b-line. Again the principal normal to the b-line is 
given by 
n b = b b x b
— (K +div ii) n — Os 
K b 













b b = (3.43) 
(3.45) 
/7 




log (.2)=(K+ div n). 
.5n 




log co= 0 
From (3.43), (3.45), (3.47) and (3.48) 
Sb 
log w=0, 	 (3.49) 
bn 
log w = —Kb . 	 (3.50) 
The vector lines of bb lie in the surfaces w= constant. So, too, do the vector-
lines of b. The principal normal nb is normal to the surfaces. The b-lines are thus 
geodesics on the surfaces w= constant. The surfaces w= constant must be co-axial 
circular cylinders which intersect the Lamb surfaces at a constant angle along the 
circular helical b-lines (vortex-lines). 
The Lamb surfaces, (i) =constant, containing the stream-lines and vortex-
lines are general helicoids. The stream-lines are geodesics on these surfaces, 
and the circular helical vortex-lines are the geodesic parallels on the surface. 
The surface may be considered to be generated by simultaneously rotating a 
stream-line about an axis (the axis of the circular cylindrical surfaces w= constant) 
and translating it in the direction of the axis with a velocity proportional to the 
angular velocity of rotation. 
It is apparent that the surfaces x = constant orthogonal to the stream-lines 
are also general helicoids. The Gauss equation for these surfaces (1.40) exhibits 
div b as the geodesic curvature of the vector-lines of n on these surfaces. Since 
div b vanishes the n-lines are geodesics on these surfaces. The circular-helical 
b-lines (vortex-lines) are geodesic parallels. The directions s and —b being 
respectively principal normal and bi-normal to the n-linc, one verifies that the 











log ri = —O. 	 (3.52) 
* The torsions of the .asymtotic lines through a point on a surface are equal in magnitude and 
opposite in sign, as also are the torsions of two orthogonal geodesics. The b-lines and n-lines, being 
orthogonal, can be asymptotic lines on the surfaces x = constant only if these surfaces are minimal 
surfaces, so that div s=0. In this case the s-lines and b-lines are orthogonal geodesics on the Lamb 
surfaces (p = constant. These surfaces are then circular cylinders while the surfaces x =constant are 
right helicoids. Again, the b-lines and n-lines can be orthogonal geodesics on the surfaces x =constant 
only if these surfaces are developable surfaces. These surfaces must then be circular cylinders. The 
Lamb surfaces cp =constant would be right helicoids. As I remarked in the Introduction, this case is 




so that, by (3.47) and (3.48) 
rl = constant. 	 (3.53) 
This completes the proof of Theorem*1.5. 
Acknowledgement. The author expresses his appreciation to the National Science Foundation, 
which supported this study by a grant. 
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Washington, D. C. 20550 
Dear Dr. Lea: 
This letter is a final report on N.S.F. Grant GK -40267. 
The research done is divided into three phases. 
The first phase is concerned with research on convected derivatives. It is 
shown that the definition and basic recurrence relation for the convected 
derivative of a tensor have wider implications than was formerly suspected. 
In particular, the recurrence relation may be written as an ordinary differ-
ential equation in time. Subject to reasonable initial conditions this 
equation may be solved generally, and the solution generalizes the usual 
convection-diffusion theorems for vorticity and deformation rate from fluid 
mechanics. These simple facts then form the groundwork for a number of 
significant theorems. For example, Rivlin-Ericksen tensors are shown to be 
special cases of convected rates, so that their(known) recurrence relation is 
a special case of the general one. For a motion in which one of the Rivlin-
Ericksen tensors, no matter of how high an order, vanishes, it is possible to 
explicitly construct the motion by solving a set of ordinary differential 
equations. Viscometric flow is an example of such a case. The case of 
generalized circulation-preserving motion, which itself subsumes the case of 
circulation-preserving motion, is subsumed by this case. The major new 
result here is a nonlinear partial differential equation which is a necessary 
and sufficient condition that a motion, once circulation-preserving, remains 
circulation-preserving. There is also application of the general theory to 
convected stress rates. Here follows the result that if, in some motions, 
the convected stress rate vanishes for some interval of time, then all of the 
lower stress rates, and indeed the Cauchy stress iteself, may be determined 
from their initial values and the present value of the deformation gradient, 
independent of the constitutive equation of the material. These results have 
appeared in the Rendiconti of the Istituto Lombardo, but I have not yet 
received reprints. When they arrive, copies will be sent to N.S.F. 
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Second, two short works on kinematics of fluids have been written in response 
to inquiries by Professor Marris. The first, "A Note on Flow Through a Sur-
face," generalizes the known result (whose converse is not true) that the 
vorticity at a material surface is tangent to the surface to the case of non-
material surfaces. The main results are if the velocity field of a flow is 
normal to a surface, the vorticity field is tangent to that surface, and 
conversely, if at every point on a surface the vorticity vanishes or is tangent 
to the surface, the velocity is normal to the surface. These theorems then 
make the standard results applicable to waves and granular media. This work 
has been submitted to Zeitschrift etir angewandte Mathematik and Mechanik. 
The second work addresses the problems of limiting vector lines (for example, 
limiting stream- or vortex- lines at a boundary). It shows that, for a non-
trivial solenoidal field, the limiting vector lines are parallel to the 
isochoric velocity field of an incompressible fluid and to the vorticity field 
of any fluid. I have been hesitant for some time to submit this result for 
publication because it would appear that surely such a simple result must he 
known. It appears, however, that such is not the case. 
The third phase addresses the concept of inertia and balance laws in continu-
ous media. S. C. Cowin and F. Leslie, in a paper which has not yet appeared, 
show that under a reasonable set of assumptions it is possible to prove that 
the resultant force on a body is a linear function of the acceleration of its 
center of mass, f = Ma, where M is a tensor. This is gratifying in that 
"Newton's second law" is, in a sense, proven, but disturbing in that the force 
is not necessarily collinear with the acceleration. The implications of this 
result are investigated fully, it is found, in particular, that such a result 
does not contradict the known principles of continuum physics, if they are 
interpreted properly. Sufficient conditions are given so that the usual 
results are recovered. This work is currently being typed for submission, 
and research continues on this topic. 
Sincerely yours. 
S. L. Passman 
Associate Professor and 
Co-Principal Investigator 
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cc: Dr. M. E. Raville 
Director, E.S.M. 
